Given an improper action (= cell stabilizers are in nite) of a group G on a CW-complex X , we present criteria, based on connectivity at in nity properties of the cell stabilizers under the action of G that imply connectivity at in nity properties for G. A re nement of this idea yields information on the topology at in nity of Artin groups, and it gives signi cant progress on the question of which Artin groups are duality groups.
Introduction
A locally nite, m-connected CW complex X is m-connected at in nity if, roughly speaking, k-spheres near in nity can be lled by (k + 1)-balls near in nity for ?1 k m. A group G is said to be m-connected at in nity if G acts freely and cocompactly on an m-connected complex X which is m-connected at in nity. This is a group theoretic property in that it is independent of the choice of locally nite space on which G acts freely and with nite quotient. The condition (?1)-connected at in nity is a fancy way of saying G is in nite; 0-connected at in nity is commonly referred to as \one-ended"; the group ZZ m is (m ? 2)-connected at in nity. As Bestvina and Feighn point out 3], it is often possible to consider cocompact, proper (but not necessarily free) actions: A virtually torsion free group G is m-connected at in nity if and only if it admits a cocompact, proper (= nite cell stabilizers) action on a locally nite, m-connected CW-complex which is m-connected at in nity. Also, important results about connectivity at in nity have been achieved starting with actions that are not cocompact: Bestvina and Feighn accomplish this for Out(F n ) 3]; Borel and Serre did the same for torsion free arithmetic groups 6] . This leaves open the question of what one can say about G when G acts improperly (= cell stabilizers are in nite) on a given complex X.
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The only previous result along these lines is due to Jackson: If G is the fundamental group of a nite graph of groups where the vertex stabilizers are 1-connected at in nity and the edge stabilizers are one-ended, then G is 1-connected at in nity 19] . Theorem A generalizes Jackson's result primarily in terms of moving beyond actions on trees to actions on cell complexes. Throughout this paper, a G-complex X is a combinatorial CW complex on which G acts by permuting the cells. (For background on combinatorial complexes see 17] .) We denote the isotropy group of a cell X by G . The action of G on X is rigid if every induced action of an isotropy group G on its associated cell is trivial.
Theorem A. Let X be a rigid G-complex with GnX (m+1) nite.
(i) If X (m+1) is m-acyclic, and for each cell X, G is FP m?j j+1 and (m ? j j)-acyclic at in nity, then G is m-acyclic at in nity.
(ii) Assume X (2) is 1-connected, and: the vertex stabilizers are nitely presented and 1-connected at in nity; the edge stabilizers are nitely generated and one-ended; and the face stabilizers are in nite. Then G is 1-connected at in nity.
(iii) If (in addition to the hypotheses of (i)) each vertex stabilizer G v is nitely presented and 1-connected at in nity, and X is 1-connected, then G is m-connected at in nity.
(The topology at in nity terminology will be formally de ned in the next section; we note that the condition k-acyclic at in nity for k < ?1 is vacuous.) We note that our conditions on X are very mild; it does not have to be locally nite, or have any connectivity at in nity properties. For example, X could be a tree where each vertex has countably in nite valence.
The \base case" of Theorem A states a known fact: If G acts on a connected graph with compact quotient, where the vertex stabilizers are nitely generated and one-ended, and the edge stabilizers are in nite, then G is one-ended. Because of the close connection between connectivity at in nity and duality properties of groups, we also get the following result.
Corollary. Let G act on a contractible complex X with GnX nite. If the cell stabilizers G are duality groups of dimension d ? j j, then G is a duality group of dimension d.
The most simple case of this Corollary occurs when G decomposes as a free product with amalgamation, G = A C B. Here the Corollary states that if A and B are duality groups of dimension d, and C is a duality group of dimension (d ? 1), then G is a duality group of dimension d. This result was noted by Bieri, and his proof uses a Mayer-Vietoris sequence 4]. It seems appropriate that the proof of part (i) of Theorem A uses a spectral sequence argument, and this spectral sequence immediately establishes the Corollary. The proof of part (ii) is very geometric and borrows tools from the theory of complexes of groups. For those familiar with the terminology, our results could be stated in those terms. For example, part (ii) of Theorem A could be stated as: Let G be the fundamental group of a nite, developable 2-complex of groups where: the vertex groups are nitely presented and 1-connected at in nity; the edge groups are nitely generated and one-ended; and the face groups are in nite. Then G is 1-connected at in nity.
Because there is a pro-Hurewicz Theorem, stating that a complex which is m-acyclic at in nity and 1-connected at in nity is m-connected at in nity (see 20] or 15]), parts (i) and (ii) imply part (iii) of Theorem A.
In the last sections we outline how one can use these techniques to discuss connectivity at in nity properties of Artin groups. Given a nite simplicial graph G, with edges labelled by integers greater than one, the associated Artin group, denoted A G , has a nite presentation with generators corresponding to the vertices of G, and relations aba | {z } According to our de nitions, in order for a group to be m-acyclic at in nity, it must be FP m+1 . Hence it is natural that in Theorem A we have niteness conditions along with connectivity at in nity conditions on our isotropy groups. But in order for Theorem A to even make sense we would need G to be FP m+1 or F m+1 , which we did not explicitly require. However, this follows from our hypotheses by the following result. In our proof of Theorem A we use the technology of complexes of groups. In particular, we focus on the following two-dimensional case. Say X is a 1-connected, rigid G-2-complex with GnX nite. Then there is a free G-2-complex Y and a G-equivariant cellular projection : Y! !X which we'll describe below. Because of our conditions, GnY is nite, so to establish part (ii) of Theorem A it su ces to show that Y is 1-connected at in nity.
The space Y and the projection : Y! !X have a number of useful properties:
(i) The bres over vertices, ?1 (v), are Cayley complexes for the isotropy groups G v .
(ii) The subspace ?1 (e), e being an open edge, has a product structure. The bre over the barycenter b e of e is a Cayley graph for G e , and ?1 (e) ' ?1 (b e ) (0; 1). In the arguments which follow we will be subdividing the path p according to whichpreimages it runs through. A local subpath of p is a maximal subpath of p that is contained 
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Proof of Theorem B. Our proof is highly geometric, so we strongly recommend that the reader sketch several pictures of their own as they work through this proof.
Because X is 1-connected, there is a cellular 2-disk K and a combinatorial map : (K; @K) ! (X ; (p)). We use K as a guide to constructing a cellular 2-disk f Islands: For each n-gon f K, let I f be a (2n)-gon, which we will refer to as an island. Because : K ! X is combinatorial, we think of f as a cell in X. So @f can be thought of as an edge path determined by a sequence of vertices fv 1 ; v 2 ; : : : v n g X (0) ; let e i be the edge v i ; v i+1 ] (with indices taken modulo n). Label Squier's (little known) work in 25] only establishes duality, hence only homological connectivity at in nity; the homotopy at in nity result is done by Bestvina 1] using an insightful geometric argument.
One might hope that Theorem A could be applied to the action of A G on G to establish connectivity at in nity properties for Artin groups. Regrettably this is not the case. The essential di culty is that the stabilizers are not well behaved. For example, the isotropy groups for the cone points in G are trivial, not in nite; the isotropy groups of the other vertices of G are Artin groups of dimensions 1; 2; 3; : : : up to dim(S f ). Because the vertex stabilizers are not always top dimensional, nor are edge stabilizers of codimension one, etc., the spectral sequence used in x3 doesn't have zeros below the critical diagonal. To avoid this di culty, we use a di erent A G -equivariant ltration of G other than by skeleta, and this ltration induces a more tractable spectral sequence.
Let dim( G ) = n. We reserve the letter C for subgraphs in S f ; so A C will always denote an Artin group of nite type contained in A G . Let 0 G be the geometric realization of the poset of cosets faA C j jCj = ng; this is a discrete collection of points that will ll the role of a 0-skeleton. In general, i G is the geometric realization of the poset faA C j jCj n?ig. At the nal stage we add the cone points forming n G = G . Equivalently one can think of the complex i G as the union of the xed point sets of the conjugates of fA C j jCj n?ig. From this point of view one can talk about the rank of a cell as being the rank of the isotropy group of the cell, and one sees that our ltration is given by \corank."
Following Charney and Davis, we let S f C denote the subposet fC 0 2 S f j C 0 Cg S f .
The fundamental domain for the action of A G on i G is jCj=n?i S f C . We let S f >C be the subposet fC 0 2 S f j C 0 Cg S f .
Simple Connectivity at In nity for Artin groups
In this section we outline how the techniques of x4 can be modi ed to prove Theorem B. Theorem B. Let A G be an Artin group, let b G be the complex described above, and assume that G is not a single vertex or edge. If b G is 1-connected and contains no cut vertex, then A G is 1-connected at in nity.
Our argument will use the action of A G on a subcomplex of its modi ed Deligne complex.
Assuming we are in the situation described in Theorem B, the link of any cone point in G is simply-connected. Hence removing all the cone points from G leaves a simply-connected space. Similarly the link of any vertex of rank 4 or higher is simply-connected (see Lemma 4.3.1 in 10]), so they may also be removed. The resulting space deformation retracts onto the simply-connected subcomplex of G consisting of cells of rank 1; 2 and 3. We denote this complex G .
Let Y G be the space covering G on which A G acts freely; as before let : Y G ! ! G be the A G -equivariant cellular projection. In our proof of Theorem B we use the following fact Any edge in G connects vertices of di erent ranks. An edge path in G is standard if it never passes through a vertex of rank 1. Standard edge paths most closely match the intuition of previous sections as they never contain an edge whose stabilizer is not one ended, and every other vertex of a standard edge path has rank 3. Thus, in a standard edge path, every other vertex is stabilized by a group which is simply connected at in nity. injects into ?1 (w), which is 1-connected at in nity, the loop we create in ?1 (v) can be freely homotoped into ?1 (w) where it can be lled outside of C.
We may now assume that (p) is a standard, simple edge path circuit, and because G is simply connected, (p) can be lled in G . That is to say, there is a combinatorial disk K and a combinatorial map : (K; @K) ! ( G ; (p) The argument begins by noting that the direct sum of three in nite, nitely presented groups is simply connected at in nity 18]. Next one constructs an (improper) action of the graph product on a cell complex, similar to the action of an Artin group on its modi ed Deligne complex; this construction is a minor modi cation of the techniques of Moussong- .) The argument above establishes that each vertex group in the arboreal decomposition is simply connected at in nity; because the edge groups in this decomposition correspond to one-ended groups, G G is simply connected at in nity by Theorem A.
7 Which Artin groups are Duality Groups?
Here we prove Theorem C. Let Recall that an n-dimensional simplicial complex b G is Cohen-Macaulay if its reduced homology is concentrated in dimension n, and for each simplex b G, the reduced homology of Lk( ; b G) is concentrated in dimension n ? j j ? 1.
The fact that the dualizing module is ZZ-free (and not just ZZ-torsion free) will follow from the fact that the dualizing module for Artin groups of nite type is ZZ-free. Proof. Because Artin groups of nite type are FP, and G is assumed to be contractible, A G is FP. Thus it su ces to establish that the cohomology of A G with ZZA G coe cients is concentrated in top dimension and is ZZ-free.
We express H (A G ; ZZA G ) in terms of the equivariant cohomology for the action of A G on G , H A G ( G ). Recall that our ltration of G is by A G -equivariant subcomplexes, but not by skeleta, so we need to analyze the spectral sequence induced by this ltration. has the homology of a wedge of spheres of dimension p. In particular, the relative homology is trivial except in dimension p where it's free abelian. We note that the spectral sequence constructed in the proof of Theorem C works with any coe cients. In particular, in combination with Squier's results on the integral cohomology of Artin groups of nite type 25], it might prove useful for computing the integral cohomology of Artin groups of in nite type. We also mention that our proof establishes that if G is contractible, and if the n-skeleton of b G is Cohen-Macaulay, then A G is (n?1)-acyclic at in nity (even if A G might not be a duality group).
